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🍻TGIF🍻 
 
‘I’m the Shooter,’ El Paso Suspect Confessed 
 
The suspect admitted his target was “Mexicans,” 
 
A Vegas white DOMTERR is accused of plotting to bomb
synagogues, LGBTQ bar 
 
Armed Trump supporter detained and released at El Paso
immigrant center

🍻TGIF2🍻 

 

People at the community center are still “terrified” & “frustrated,” 

 

8chan Owner Heads To USAs Lawmakers Probe Online Extremism 

 

‘They’re afraid’: Suburban voters in red states threaten GOP’s grip on power 

 

RU RXs report rise in sales of iodine near military explosion
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🍻TGIF3🍻 

 

“Russians” threatening Dutch F-16 pilots’ family 

 

Canada announces regulations to cut price of prescription drugs 

 

Facebook loses facial recognition appeal, must face privacy class action  

 

162 children in Paris tested for lead poisoning after Notre Dame fire

🍻TGIF3🍻 

 

DNI Dan Coats interrupted a meeting Gordon was holding on election security and

asked his deputy to submit her letter of resignation. 

 

Shortly after her encounter with Coats, Gordon submitted her letter of resignation

(addressed to Trump) to Pence.🤔
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🍻TGIF4🍻 

 

Two new powerful explosions have occurred at the ammo depot near Achinsk,

Krasnoyarsk Region in Russia’s Siberia. 

 

"The town [where the military are stationed] saw windows partially smashed in, as

well as in Kamenka village [near the depot],"

🍻TGIF5🍻 

 

Now It’s Trump’s Fault That Putin’s Economy Won’t Grow 

Exports dropped 14% in May & EM Oreshkin warned that coal shipments are “falling

sharply.” As the 🌎’s biggest energy exporter, RU is heavily dependent on demand for

its fuels & other commodities.
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🍻TGIF6🍻 

 

South Korea picks new envoy to US who called Trump 'treacherous' 

 

'Now hiring': Koch Foods holding job fair after Mississippi ICE raids 

 

‘If you’re a good worker, papers don’t matter’: How a Trump construction crew has

relied on immigrants without legal status

🍻TGIF7🍻 

 

Former NM Gov. Bill Richardson implicated in newly unsealed Jeffrey Epstein docs 

Published 

 

Prince Andrew groped young woman’s breast at Epstein house, court files allege 

 

He made headlines as an activist for 3-D printed guns. Now he’s pleaded guilty in

child sex case
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🍻TGIF8🍻 

 

Russia-linked Twitter accounts promoted 'doxxing' over racial tension videos 

 

Clemson University researchers found videos of confrontations between white people

and minorities received instrumental early social media promotion from inauthentic

acco

🍻TGIF9🍻 

 

China leaks US diplomat’s personal information in HK as protesters flood into airport 

 

HK protesters target airport as China takes aim at U.S. diplomat  

 

Italy's Salvini pulls plug on government, calls for elections 

 

Malaysia Charges Goldman Sachs Execs in 1MDB Scandal
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🍻TGIF10🍻 

 

McConnell rejects calls to bring Senate back early for gun debate 

 

EPA dropped salmon protection after Trump met with Alaska governor 

 

Lost thumb drive changes Coast Senate race. But 3 votes hang in the balance 

 

Spain probes for corruption

&🍻TGIF11🍻 

 

Huge record cache details how Epstein, madam lured girls into depraved world 

 

Al-Qaeda & assoc’s remain a threat to the US as “it has ever been” after the terrorist

group rebuilt itself while the US & other nations focused on destroying Islamic State

in Iraq & Syria
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🍻TGIF12🍻 

 

Matteo Salvini Is Key For Bannon's Strategy In The European Elections 

 

3 RU operatives and a close aide to Italian Deputy PM Matteo Salvini were caught on

a tape negotiating a plan to siphon money from a billion-dollar oil deal into Salvini’s

far-right Lega party.

🍻TGIF13🍻 

 

NZ police arrest 2 British men in huge meth bust 

 

NK fires two projectiles shortly after Trump dismissed earlier launches 

 

Projectiles fired at dawn on Saturday from area around NE city of Hamhung, 

 

S.Korea says N.Korea has fired 2 more projectiles into sea

🍻TGIF13🍻 

 

Steelmaker That Praised Trump Tariffs Now Suing U.S. for Relief 

 

Chase Bank forgives all credit card debt for Canadian customers 

 

Daughter of Ex-Prime Minister Is Arrested in Pakistan Graft Inquiry 
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Alaskan Finds Russian Message in a Bottle Written 50 Years Ago

🍻TGIF14🍻 

 

Egypt jails American traveler, saying she criticized the government on Facebook 

 

Peter Navarro compares Wall Street Journal to a communist paper after its editorial

board warns of a ‘Navarro Recession’

0:00

🍻TGIF15🍻 

 

FBI releases records of Justice Dept. official Bruce Ohr interviews about Russia probe

 

The real reason GOP & Trump hate Bruce Ohr, is because he was the one who told

Semyon Mogilevich’s attorney to pound sand.  

 

Th DOJ ld t i ith th R i fi ”
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The DOJ would not compromise with the Russian mafia.”

💣Bruce Ohr💣 
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B O O M  
 
FBI releases records of Justice Dept. official Bruce Ohr 
interviews about Russia probe - The Washington Post 
washingtonpost.com/national-secur…

718 2:56 PM - Aug 9, 2019

531 people are talking about this

FBI releases records of Justice Dept. official Bruce Ohr intervi…
The memos describe conversations Ohr had with the FBI about the
man behind the dossier of allegations against Trump in 2016.
washingtonpost.com

‼ FVEYs Origin:  

 

TrumpRussia Investigation 
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@karolcummins

GCHQ first became aware in late 2015 of suspicious 
“interactions” between figures connected to Trump & known or 

t d R i t l t UK i t l id Thi
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suspected Russian agents, a source close to UK intel said. This 
intel was passed to the US as part of a routine exchange of 
information. theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/a…

965 5:03 PM - May 24, 2019

776 people are talking about this

British spies were first to spot Trump team's links with Russia
Exclusive: GCHQ is said to have alerted US agencies after becoming
aware of contacts in 2015
theguardian.com

Origin FVEYs  

April 2016 

Pete EVANS
@911CORLEBRA777

Replying to @911CORLEBRA777

14/  But what's that you say, so much corruption? Jimmy Comey 
knew what he walking into when he walked into Trump's White 
House. What's that you say Jim? FIVE EYES Law Enforcement 
Group formed & then get together in DC April 2016.   
:)@thespybrief @LouiseMensch @ericgarland

67 12:02 PM - Jul 30, 2019

35 people are talking about this

The Russia probe: A timeline from Moscow to Mueller 
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The Russia probe: A timeline from Moscow to Mueller
This is an extensive account of the federal counterintelligence probe, laid out in a
detailed timeline.

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/russia-probe-timeline-moscow-mueller/story?id=57427…

Huge record cache details how Jeffrey Epstein, madam lured girls into depraved

world 

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article233704797.html

Facebook loses facial recognition appeal, must face privacy class action 

Facebook loses facial recognition appeal, must face privacy class...
A federal appeals court on Thursday rejected Facebook Inc's effort to undo a class
action lawsuit claiming that it illegally collected and stored biometric data for
millions of users without their co…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-privacy-lawsuit-idUSKCN1UY2BZ

162 children in Paris tested for lead poisoning after Notre Dame fire 

162 children in Paris tested for lead poisoning after Notre Dame fire
A young boy needs medical monitoring because tests conducted after the Notre
Dame Cathedral fire showed that he was at risk of lead poisoning.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2019/08/07/notre-dame-cathedral-fire-lead…

Chase Bank forgives all credit card debt for Canadian customers
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Chase Bank forgives all credit card debt for Canadian customers 

'Flabbergasted': Chase Bank forgives all credit card debt for Canadian …
Canadians who had credit cards with Chase Bank could breathe a sigh of relief
Thursday when the company said it would "forgive" all outstanding debt.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/08/09/chase-bank-canada-forgives-all-cr…

Two new powerful explosions have occurred at the ammo depot near Achinsk,

Krasnoyarsk Region in Russia’s Siberia. 

 

"The town [where the military are stationed] saw windows partially smashed in, as

well as in Kamenka village [near the depot],"  

New powerful explosions rock ammo depot in Russia's Siberia
At least ten people have been injured

https://tass.com/emergencies/1072797

8chan Owner Heads To U.S. As Lawmakers Seek Answers On Online Extremism 

The El Paso gunman is believed to have posted a racist manifesto to the online

message board before opening fire at a Walmart. 

8chan Owner Heading To U.S. As Lawmakers Seek Answers On Online…
The El Paso gunman is believed to have posted a racist manifesto to the online
message board before opening fire at a Walmart.
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/8chan-owner-online-extremism_n_5d4b1260e4b01e44…

Giuffre-unseal.pdf - Google Drive 

Giuffre-unseal.pdf

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-ZhJkW6ba6beeGks9yzBio0CVJAkGV53/view?fbclid=I…

London hit by power outage following national grid failure 

Power restored to London and southeast England after National Grid f…
A failure in Britain's National Grid network has led to a power cut across large
areas of London and South East England, UK Power Networks said Friday.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/09/europe/uk-power-outage-gbr-intl/index.html

For nearly two decades, the Trump Organization has relied on a roving crew of Latin

American employees to build fountains and waterfalls, sidewalks and rock walls at

the company’s winery and its golf courses from New York to Florida. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/if-youre-a-good-worker-papers-dont-matter-h…

2017: Donald Trump Paid $1.4 Million in a Dispute Over Undocumented Workers.

Read the Newly Unsealed Legal Papers 

H/T @ericgarland 
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Read the Legal Settlement Donald Trump Signed in Dispute Over Undo…
Donald Trump quietly paid $1.4 million in 1998 to settle a class-action lawsuit over
underpaying undocumented Polish laborers.

https://time.com/5039109/donald-trump-undocumented-polish-trump-tower-bonwit-teller/

A Spanish court has put Russian billionaire Mikhail Fridman under official

investigation for corruption, accusing him of having helped orchestrate the

bankruptcy of Spanish technology company Zed. 

Spain probes Russian billionaire Fridman for corruption
Spain probes Russian billionaire Fridman for corruption

https://www.france24.com/en/20190807-spain-probes-russian-billionaire-fridman-corru…

Now It’s Trump’s Fault That Putin’s Economy Won’t Grow 

 

Exports dropped 14% in May & EM Oreshkin warned that coal shipments are “falling

sharply.” As the 🌎’s biggest energy exporter, RU is heavily dependent on demand for

its fuels & other commodities. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-09/now-it-s-trump-s-fault-

that-putin-s-economy-just-won-t-grow

“RUSSIANS” THREATENING DUTCH F-16 PILOTS’ FAMILY 

“Russians” threatening Dutch F-16 pilots’ family
The partners of Dutch fighter pilots who were active in Latvia, Estonia and
Lithuania in 2017, were harassed at home during this period. They received
repeated, unpleasant phone calls from people wit…
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https://nltimes.nl/2019/08/09/russians-threatening-dutch-f-16-pilots-family

Al-Qaeda and its affiliates remain as much of a threat to the U.S. as “it has ever been”

after the terrorist group rebuilt itself while the U.S. and other nations focused on

destroying Islamic State in Iraq and Syria 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-01/al-qaeda-is-as-strong-as-

ever-after-rebuilding-itself-u-s-says

Malaysia filed criminal charges against a top exec at Goldman Sachs, a former

executive who now works for Alibaba of China and others, as it intensifies pressure

on the WS bank in a scandal involving the misuse of billions of dollars in gov’t funds.

#1mdb 

Malaysia Charges Goldman Sachs Executives in 1MDB Scandal
The accusations, related to work with the scandal-plagued 1MDB fund, raise legal
and reputational challenges for the powerful Wall Street bank.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/09/business/1mdb-goldman-sachs-malaysia.html

💰Malaysia Charges Goldman Sachs Executives in 1MDB Scandal 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Malaysia filed criminal charges against a top exec at Goldman 
Sachs, a former executive who now works for Alibaba of China 
and others, as it intensifies pressure on the WS bank in a 
scandal involving the misuse of billions of dollars in gov’t  funds. 
#1mdb nytimes.com/2019/08/09/bus…
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33 people are talking about this

Malaysia Charges Goldman Sachs Executives in 1MDB Scandal
The accusations, related to work with the scandal-plagued 1MDB
fund, raise legal and reputational challenges for the powerful Wall
nytimes.com
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33 people are talking about this

The Articles of Impeachment Against Donald J. Trump:  

 

A Draft using Nixon & Clinton A of I as a template. 

Opinion | The Articles of Impeachment Against Donald J. Trump: A Draft
We edited the articles against Richard Nixon and Bill Clinton, and came up with
articles against President Trump.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/06/05/opinion/impeachment-trump-democrat…

South Korea picks new envoy to US who called Trump 'treacherous' 

Career diplomat and MP Lee Soo-hyuck once served as Seoul's chief negotiator in the

six-party talks with North Korea. 

South Korea picks new envoy to US who called Trump 'treacherous'
Career diplomat and MP Lee Soo-hyuck once served as Seoul's chief negotiator in
the six-party talks with North Korea.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/08/south-korea-picks-envoy-called-trump-treach…

‘I’m the Shooter,’ El Paso Suspect Confessed When Arrested, Police Say 

The suspect also divulged to the police that his target was “Mexicans,” according to an

affidavit.  
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‘I’m the Shooter’: El Paso Suspect Confessed to Targeting Mexicans, P…
After waiving his Miranda rights, the suspect said he had used an AK-47-style rifle
to carry out the killings, according to an affidavit.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/09/us/el-paso-suspect-confession.html?smid=nytcor…

Russia-linked Twitter accounts promoted 'doxxing' over racial tension videos 

 

Clemson University researchers found videos of confrontations between white people

and minorities received instrumental early social media promotion from inauthentic

accounts. 

Russia-linked Twitter accounts promoted ‘doxxing’ over racial tension …
Viral videos of white people calling authorities on minorities received instrumental
early social media promotion from inauthentic accounts, some of which have since
been removed by Twitter and linke…

https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/russia-linked-twitter-accounts-promoted-dox…

How Trump came to pick Prnce: 

“There’s No Going Back”: Behind the Odd Couple Marriage of Pence a…
He didn’t like Rove (Trump: “I’ll win New York”; Rove: “No, you won’t”). Conway had
worked for “Lyin’ Ted Cruz.” And Pence was a choirboy, albeit a hyper-ambitious
one. How they gamed Trump into mak…

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/the-odd-couple-marriage-between-mike-penc…

China leaks U.S. diplomat’s personal information in Hong Kong as protesters flood

into airport  

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/2019/08/09/5fbd8122-bab2-11e9-…

Prince Andrew groped young woman’s breast at Epstein house, court files allege 

Prince Andrew groped young woman's breast at Epstein house, court f…
Prince accused in court documents of touching young woman’s breast at
Manhattan mansion of financier now facing sex trafficking charges

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2019/aug/09/prince-andrew-court-documents-g…

'Now hiring': Koch Foods holding job fair after Mississippi ICE raids 

'Now hiring': Koch Foods holding job fair after Mississippi ICE raids
The job fair will be held in Forest, Mississippi, which is centrally located to several
of the cities where ICE raided poultry processing plants.

https://www.clarionledger.com/story/news/2019/08/09/ms-ice-raids-koch-foods-holding…

Hong Kong protesters target airport as China takes aim at U.S. diplomat - The

Washington Post 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/china-leaks-us-diplomats-informati…

DNI Dan Coats interrupted a meeting Gordon was holding on election security and

asked his deputy to submit her letter of resignation. 

 

Shortly after her encounter with Coats, Gordon submitted her letter of resignation

(addressed to Trump) to Pence. 
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Top intel official interrupted meeting to urge his deputy to resign
The country's No. 2 intelligence official, Sue Gordon, knew it was likely she would
have to eventually step down from her post, but the timing of that decision became
more urgent on Thursday after he…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/09/politics/sue-gordon-resignation-coats-interrupts-meeti…

Trump insists Fed cut rates sharply as he sounds pessimistic note on China talks  

 

Because it’s costing him money....Trump is ALWAYS self serving.  

 

Italy's Salvini pulls plug on government, calls for elections 

Italy's Salvini pulls plug on government, calls for elections
The leader of Italy's ruling League party, Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini,
declared the governing coalition to be unworkable on Thursday after months of
internal bickering and said the only way…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-italy-politics-idUSKCN1UY1U8

💣Excellent Thread💣 

 

#Contagion 

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

“Contagion” 
- thread - 
 
When a society scapegoats a section of itself, it leads to violence 
& death. Beginning with the scapegoated group, & then - 
inevitably - spreading way past them, permeating the society. 
 
Why? /1
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A Las Vegas white domestic terrorist man accused of plotting to bomb synagogues,

LGBTQ bar 

Vegas man accused of plotting to bomb synagogues, LGBTQ bar
A 23-year-old Las Vegas man who authorities say worked as a security guard has
been arrested and accused of plotting to firebomb a synagogue or a bar catering to
LGBTQ customers.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/09/fbi-arrests-suspected-white-supremacist-planning-to…

A Las Vegas white domestic terrorist man accused of plotting to bomb synagogues,

LGBTQ bar 

Vegas man accused of plotting to bomb synagogues, LGBTQ bar
A 23-year-old Las Vegas man who authorities say worked as a security guard has
been arrested and accused of plotting to firebomb a synagogue or a bar catering to
LGBTQ customers.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/09/fbi-arrests-suspected-white-supremacist-planning-to…

Tulsi Gabbard Cultist 

 

Greg Olear
@gregolear

This man is Chris Butler (b. 1948), aka Jagad Guru 
Siddhaswarupananda Paramahamsa. He's the founder of the 
Science of Identity Foundation (SIF), a fringe yogic sect based in 
Hawai’i.  
 
He is the “guru” of #Tulsi Gabbard, who was a child of the 
Science of Identity cult. 
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1,276 people are talking about this

Three Russian operatives and a close aide to Italian Deputy Prime Minister Matteo

Salvini were caught on a tape negotiating a plan to siphon money from a billion-

dollar oil deal into Salvini’s far-right Lega party. 

A Secret Recording Reveals How Russia Tried To Funnel Millions To M…
A close aide to Italy's deputy prime minister Matteo Salvini held covert talks to
pump Russian oil money to his far-right party. BuzzFeed News has the tape.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/albertonardelli/salvini-russia-oil-deal-secret-reco…

Matteo Salvini Is Key For Bannon's Strategy In The European Elections 

Matteo Salvini Is Key For Bannon's Strategy In The European Elections
Ahead of the EU's Parliament elections, Steve Bannon has been acting as the
connective tissue between the right-wing populist parties across the Union. To do
so, he has been allying with Matteo Salvi…

https://www.forbes.com/sites/annalisagirardi/2019/04/22/matteo-salvini-is-key-for-bann…
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Daughter of Ex-Prime Minister Is Arrested in Pakistan Graft Inquiry 

Daughter of Ex-Prime Minister Is Arrested in Pakistan Graft Inquiry
Opposition figures denounced the arrest of Maryam Nawaz Sharif, a vocal critic of
Prime Minister Imran Khan, as part of a political vendetta.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/08/world/asia/pakistan-maryam-nawaz-sharif-arrest.…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿  

What to do in Paris while Notre Dame is out of commission 

What to do in Paris while Notre Dame is out of commission
Notre Dame: What to do in Paris while cathedral is out of commision

https://www.usatoday.com/picture-gallery/travel/destinations/2019/08/07/notre-dame-w…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Rev. Travis Akers
@travisakers

We don’t deserve animals. 
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StanceGrounded
@_SJPeace_

"I just hope they can have a normal life in America without being 
forced into these places away from their parents" 
 
Ben and Carter wilson, ages 10 and 8, set up a lemonade stand 
in front of their home to raise money for children detained at the 
border  
 
HEROES 
 
THIS IS HOPE
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🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Tracy dwyer
@Tracydwyer7

Replying to @NanabananaNancy

15 5:29 PM - Aug 9, 2019

See Tracy dwyer's other Tweets

🌚#AshCanSchool🌚 
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#PAM #PAMFTW #AshCanSchool

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#AshCanSchool  
 
In the early 20th century, a group of eight American realist 
painters based in New York City organized & established an 
influential American genre in 20th century painting.  
 
Robert Henri - Cafferty - 1926 
 

#PAM #PAMFTW 
#AshCanSchool
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45 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Today’s bombshells did not disappoint! 

 

It’s been a rough week, make sure you take some time to unplug this weekend and

avoid cable news—watching will only outrage & terririze you even more.  

 

Sleep well and have fun folks!
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Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 
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Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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